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Products
yFiles SDK

Diagram editors

Tools


yFiles overview
Product details
Features
Platforms (Web, Java, .Net)
Live demos
yFiles Playground
Documentation & support
Licences & pricing
Try yFiles for free

yFiles React Component
Seamlessly incorporate interactive organization charts into React applications
App Generator
Build yFiles apps in seconds with this ETL tool.
VSDX Export
The yFiles add-on for Visio export.
Use Cases
Case Studies



The superior diagramming SDK

yFiles for HTML
Explore the capabilities of yFiles - our advanced graph visualization solution

ChatGPT and yEd Live
Transforming data from text to visuals!

Webinars
Expand your horizons with yWorks webinars




Editors overview
Graphity for Confluence
Diagramming for Atlassian Confluence.

yEd Live
Web-based diagramming: anytime, anywhere.

yEd
High-quality diagrams with the mighty desktop app.
Features
Gallery



Visual graph editing tools for everyone

ChatGPT and yEd Live
Transforming data from text to visuals!

Diagramming with Python
Try the free diagram visualization extension for JupyterLab and Jupyter Notebook

BPMN with Graphity
Create BPMN-diagrams with the collaborative graph editor for Confluence




Tools overview
Data Explorer for Neo4j
Explore your database – interactively and visually.
App Generator
Build yFiles apps in seconds with this ETL tool.
yFiles Graphs for Jupyter
Visualize graph networks with Python.
yFiles Layout Algorithms for Cytoscape
Streamline and arrange your Cytoscape networks, easily.

yGuard
Protect your source code with this free Java bytecode obfuscator.
UML Doclet
Automatically generate UML diagrams from your software project’s classes.
SVG2PDF
Convert SVG files to PDFs – directly in your browser.



Tools for developer & graph enthusiasts

Benefits of diagramming
Learn why understanding trends, patterns, and outliers is important

yWorks on GitHub
Explore a wide range of application and democode

yFiles Playground
Experience yFiles with the interactive playground.
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yWorks

Legal


About us
Learn about yWorks, the company behind the graph drawing products.
References
Partners
Events
Jobs
Contact

SOCIAL MEDIA
yWorks on social media
Meet the diagramming experts across all social platforms.









Twitter

LinkedIn

Youtube
The diagramming experts!

Software Engineer
We are looking for enthusiastic and versatile new team members

Webinars
Explore webinars about graph layouts, graph analysis and demo applications


Terms of use
Privacy policy
Sales and delivery terms
Legal disclosure





Demos
yFiles demos


See all demos
Quick tour
Take a quick tour through selected demos that highlight different features.
Use cases
Take a look at a set of diverse use cases implemented with yFiles. 
Automatic layout
Explore numerous layouts that will help you create clear and understandable visualizations.
Analysis
Use graph algorithms to help you understand the structure of a graph.

Loading data
Discover how to transform your data from any source into a graph visualizations.
Integration
Find examples for integrating yFiles with third-party frameworks, software, and tools.
Tutorials
Get ahead faster with our step by step tutorials.
yFiles Playground
Experience yFiles with the interactive playground.



Our comprehensive set of source code demos has you covered

yFiles React Component
Seamlessly incorporate interactive organization charts into React applications

Data Management
Discover how yFiles lets you visualize all aspects of Data Management

Webinars
Explore webinars about graph layouts, graph analysis and demo applications






Try yFiles
Try yFiles


yFiles - the superior diagramming SDK

yFiles is the industry-leading software library for visualizing, editing and analyzing graphs. The Graph Visualisation SDK is available for 5 major platforms and technologies: HTML, JavaFX, Java (Swing), WinForms, and WPF. 
Learn moreTest and experience yFiles free of charge!

	Fully-functional yFiles version
	Free access to our high-quality support, to help you start easily
	More than 100 source-code examples for rapid prototyping
	Extensive step-by-step source-code tutorials that cover the essentials
	Free resources like our Developer’s Guide, documentation, IDE setup tips, and more



Try now
Fully-functional and free!

yFiles Playground
Curious to explore yFiles before you dive into the full evaluation? Check out the yFiles Playground.






Search
Search


Type in what you are looking for...


Search in:
WebsiteDemosyFiles APISearch






Blog
Blog

Use Cases

Case Studies


Use cases overview
The diagramming use cases demonstrate a comprehensive range of real-world applications and examples that showcase the versatility of yWorks' diagramming solutions.

LATEST USE CASES
Company Structures
Visualizing relationships and resources for organizational optimization.
Supply Chain Management
Visualize, analyze, and optimize supply chains - with graphs!
Data Management
Use diagrams to optimize the data lifecycle, map data strategy, and ensure data security and quality.



Diagramming for every application!

yFiles for HTML v2.6 out now!
The major release for yFiles for HTML has been rolled out. Have a look!

References
Find a selection of our world-renowned customers




The diagramming blog
The yWorks diagramming blog is a valuable resource for developers, graph enthusiasts, and data scientists interested in exploring the world of data visualization.
Our articles provide insights into best practices, case studies, use cases, news about yWorks products,  behind-the-scenes information, and other relevant updates.

LATEST BLOG ARTICLES
A Year of Transformative Innovations and Achievements with yWorks
As we reflect on 2023, we are reviewing the key moments and milestones of 2023.
Introducing yFiles for HTML 2.6
yFiles version 2.6 brings a wealth of powerful new features and improvements that strengthen the graph visualization capabilities of developers.
ChatGPT and yEd Live
Generate diagrams from a simple text description in yEd Live with ChatGPT.



Articles from the diagramming experts!

yFiles for HTML v2.6
The major release for yFiles for HTML has been rolled out. Have a look!

References
Find a selection of our world-renowned customers




Case studies overview
The yWorks case studies provide valuable insights into the practical implementation of data visualization, showcasing how customers, such as Airbus, JetBrains, and many more, effectively leverage these technologies in their work and products.

LATEST CASE STUDIES
Understanding the flow of data with graphs
How data solution automation vendor Varigence uses diagrams to enhance the benefits of data.
Make the right IT decisions – with the help of diagrams
How up-and-coming software developer qbilon GmbH optimizes IT landscape analysis with visual representation.
Keeping personal info private – with the power of graphs
Companies need to model all the “players” involved in processing personal data as well as all the relationships between them.



Diagramming in a real-world context!

yFiles for HTML v2.6 out now!
The major release for yFiles for HTML has been rolled out. Have a look!

References
Find a selection of our world-renowned customers






Services
Services

yFiles support


All services
Webinars
Expand your horizons with yWorks webinars.
Consulting services
Coding
Workshops
Email support

email: hello@yworks.comphone: +49 7071 9709050
Get in touch!



Benefit from consulting, training, and assistance

yFiles for HTML
Explore the capabilities of yFiles - our advanced graph visualization solution

References
Find a selection of our world-renowned customers

yEd support resources
Get answers to all your questions regarding our mighty diagramming editor




Support hub
Getting started
Documentation
Source code demos
Video tutorials
Webinar recordings

Customer Center
Evaluate yFiles and contact the yFiles support team.
Email support
Send us your yFiles related questions via your email client.



Find answers, documentation and advise

Try yFiles
Evaluate yFiles for free with comprehensive support and access to hundreds of source code demos.

yFiles React Component
Seamlessly incorporate interactive organization charts into React applications

yFiles Playground
Experience yFiles with the interactive playground.






Page not found 


We're sorry, but this page doesn't exist:
 http://www.yworks.com/de/resources/legal/yWorksSalesAndDeliveryTerms.pdf
If you feel that this is an error on our side, please inform us about this problem. 
We appreciate your feedback!



yWorks content
you might find interesting:

yFiles graph library
Discover the diagramming SDK for Web, Java and .Net platforms





Diagram editors
Free graph editors for any use-case!





yFiles case studies
Discover exciting stories about data visualization









yFiles graph library
Discover the diagramming SDK for Web, Java and .Net platforms





Diagram editors
Free graph editors for any use-case!





yFiles case studies
Discover exciting stories about data visualization









Why, how, what? —
Just ask the diagramming experts! 

Our team is happy to advise you – no strings attached. Let's talk about your project and find the perfect solution for your needs!

E-mail: hello@yworks.com
 
Please enter email address
Please enter a valid email address


Get Connected


Thank you!
Your message has been sent.    
We are sorry,
Your request could not be sent. Please reload the
page and try again.
If the problem persists, please report the error to webmaster@yworks.com.
The data you enter will only be used to contact you regarding your request.
Learn more in our privacy policy.
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About usReferencesJobsSocial mediaBlog
Contact
yWorks GmbH
Vor dem Kreuzberg 28
72070 Tübingen, Germany

 Phone: +49 7071 9709050
 Email: contact@yworks.com
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